
Dear fellow pilgrims, 

What a marvelous chapter we had the privilege of engaging last week! Lewis's words about the connection of 
Morality to the practice of virtue certainly seem very timely for us today. Here is a summary of what we 
discussed last week: 

Chapter 2: The "Cardinal Virtues" 
Background Lewis added this section back in when publishing the talks in 1943, as he had made cuts in his 
original material to fit the ten-minute slot allocated for the broadcasts in 1942. Lewis believed the inculcation 
and practicing of virtue was very important in the Christian life. In Lewis’s own life, the year 1942 posed 
unique challenges, as it was the year Lewis really became famous. The Screwtape Letters, which was published 
in February 1942, became wildly popular, and sold out 8 printings before the end of that year. Additionally, 
Broadcast Talks (which later appeared as Book I and Book II of Mere Christianity) was published in July 
1942. The net effect of these publications, along with Lewis’s continued live presence on the BBC, was to 
make him very well known in Britain and then afterwards in America, and contributed to his receipt of a 
mountain of correspondence, all of which he answered personally. 
Introduction Classically there are seven "virtues." Four of them are called "Cardinal" virtues, and the 
remaining three are called "Theological" virtues (Faith, Hope, and Love). The four "Cardinal" ones are those 
which all civilised people recognise: the "Theological" are those which, as a rule, only Christians know about. 
The word "cardinal" has nothing to do with "Cardinals" in the Roman Church. It comes from a Latin word 
meaning "the hinge of a door." These were called "cardinal" virtues because they are, as we should say, 
"pivotal." They are PRUDENCE, TEMPERANCE, JUSTICE, and FORTITUDE. 

A. Prudence [God] wants a child's heart, but a grown-up's head. He wants us to be simple, single-minded, 
affectionate, and teachable, as good children are; but He also wants every bit of intelligence we have to be 
alert at its job, and in first-class fighting trim... 

B. Temperance is, unfortunately, one of those words that has changed its meaning. It now usually means 
teetotalism. But in the days when the second Cardinal virtue was christened "Temperance," it meant nothing 
of the sort. Temperance referred not specially to drink, but to all pleasures; and it meant not abstaining, but 
going the right length and no further...One great piece of mischief has been done by the modern restriction of 
the word Temperance to the question of drink. It helps people to forget that you can be just as intemperate 
about lots of other things. A man who makes his golf or his motor-bicycle the centre of his life, or a woman 
who devotes all her thoughts to clothes or bridge or her dog, is being just as "intemperate" as someone who 
gets drunk every evening. Of course, it does not show on the outside so easily: bridge-mania or golf-mania do 
not make you fall down in the middle of the road. But God is not deceived by externals. 

C. Justice Justice means much more than the sort of thing that goes on in law courts. It is the old name for 
everything we should now call "fairness"; it includes honesty, give and take, truthfulness, keeping promises… 

D. Fortitude includes both kinds of courage—the kind that faces danger as well as the kind that "sticks it" 
under pain. "Guts" is perhaps the nearest modern English. 
Perseverance and virtue A man who perseveres in doing just actions gets in the end a certain quality of 
character. Now it is that quality rather than the particular actions which we mean when we talk of "virtue." 
This distinction is important for the following reason. If we thought only of the particular actions we might 
encourage three wrong ideas. 
 



Three wrong ideas: 
(1) We might think that, provided you did the right thing, it did not matter how or why you did it—whether 
you did it willingly or unwillingly, sulkily or cheerfully, through fear of public opinion or for its own sake. 
But the truth is that right actions done for the wrong reason do not help to build the internal quality of 
 character called a "virtue," and it is this quality or character that really matters. ( 
2) We might think that God wanted simply obedience to a set of rules: whereas He really wants people of a 
particular sort. 
(3) We might think that the "virtues" were necessary only for this present life—that in the other world we 
could stop being just because there is nothing to quarrel about and stop being brave because there is no 
danger. Now it is quite true that there will probably be no occasion for just or courageous acts in the next 
world, but there will be every occasion for being the sort of people that we can become only as the result of 
doing such acts here. 

IMPLICATIONS: “The main thing we learn from a serious attempt to practise the Christian virtues is that 
we fail. If there was any idea that God had set us a sort of exam and that we might get good marks by 
deserving them, that has to be wiped out” (MC, Ch. 21. ) “As you share your faith, people are going to want 
to know, is it real in your life? Is it the real deal? When you start sharing your faith authentically, you’ll start 
to see the things that need to change inside of your life. In this way, sharing the gospel can refine our 
character. Dallas Willard once observed that grace is not opposed to effort; it is opposed to earning. That’s 
important. Grace is not opposed to effort, but it is opposed to earning. We should be seeking to grow in 
Christ. We shouldn’t be inert in our Christian lives. After presenting the gospel in Mere Christianity, Lewis 
directs his readers’ attention to spiritual formation, to the development of character.” --Dr. Jerry Root, 
“Sharing the Gospel with Authenticity”  

Here is the link for class tomorrow, Wednesday, March 10, at 7:15 p.m. ET--please feel free to share the 
link with any friends who may be interested: 

Join Zoom Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/99307536525 

I look forward to "seeing" you tomorrow in class on Zoom! 

Further up and further in, 

Brian+ 

Music link to hymn by Aquinas: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dIwdPwl3IpE 

Article: https://www.cslewisinstitute.org/Sharing_the_Gospel_with_Authenticity 

Article for scuba divers on Aquinas and metaethics and virtue: https://iep.utm.edu/aq-moral/ 

Video link to last week's class:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZiDqLzjvVI 

Podcast link: https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/mere-christianity-episode-16-book-3-chapter-2-
cardinal/id1537579476?i=1000511586849 

Audio on church website link: https://www.stphilipschurchsc.org/mere-christianity-/episode/2021-03-03/-
mere-christianity-episode-16-book-3-chapter-2:-the-cardinal-virtues 


